Aoyama Gakuin University was established by missionaries sent to Japan by the Methodist Church of America, with the help of a few Japanese Christians. The purpose of establishment was to propagate Christianity through education and help build up people who live in sincerity before God, who seek truth with humility, and who actively take responsibility for all people and for society in a spirit of love and service.

Having a nice environment, relaxing study atmosphere, nice teachers and students, Aoyama Gakuin University can provide you with a wonderful exchange experience that you will never forget! What's more, you can get lots of chance practicing and learning your Japanese here.
Franki Liu  
BBA (International Business - Japan Studies)

Studying in Japan let me learn differently and think differently because of its unique studying environment and studying methods. I made many friends from different countries in university who gave me an enjoyable and unforgettable memory in my study life.

It was a good challenge to study abroad alone. Problems and obstacles faced in Japan trained me to be strong, mature and more independent. Every sadness and happiness during this programme is my treasure in my life.

Dominique Wong  
BBA (International Business - Japan Studies)

The thing that I gained the most from this exchange programme was friendship. You see, people from different countries coming together and studying with each other and getting to know each other is not easy. But as soon as we understood our differences and tried to tolerate each other more, this hard feeling softened and I even enjoyed being in an environment with so many differences, since this atmosphere was exciting and fun.

I traveled to many places to learn interesting local cultures which helped to widen my knowledge. Meanwhile, I was well treated by my Japanese friends and their families who regarded me as one of their family members and helped me a lot.

Japan—the place I loved very much, the place I pursued to explore and enjoy. Thank you Faculty of Business for fulfilling my dream to study in Japan.